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1. MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The major accomplishments of the project include: 

• Attack modeling and survivability quantification of critical systems 

• A Bayesian decision model to help users better understand the hidden states of a critical 

system in order to determine its survivability status based on prior knowledge and current 

available evidence 

• A simulation model using Colored Petri Net to measure the degree of survivability given 

varying compromise and recovery rates in different attacking scenarios 

• Methodology for reasoning about users’ survivability requirements 

• A flexible, balanced, and threshold-based approach for survivability requirement 

specification 

• A proof-carrying survivability logic including a logic language and its formal semantics  

• Algorithms and techniques to automatically generate a proof and verify the proof 

• A systematic approach to facilitate the system provider in collecting proof evidence and 

identifying the most efficient proof collection schedule to execute 

• A constraint-annotated logic to incorporate constraints to logical reasoning, which reflects 

the inherent, non-trivial relationships among the survivability properties required for a 

system 

• Fuzzy pattern matching and constrained reasoning in proof construction and verification 

• Simulations and prototyping of the proof-carrying survivability models 

• Techniques and methodology for survivability and security of distributed enterprise RFID 

systems 

 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Given the increasing complexity of cyber attacks and the ultimate importance of system 

survivability, we have developed a comprehensive framework for proof-carrying survivability: a 

system user publishes his/her survivability requirements, a system provider compiles and submits 



a proof-carrying code, and finally the user applies a simple and fast program to verify the proof. 

If the proof is validated, all the requirements are guaranteed to be satisfied. By shifting the 

responsibilities of the survivability proof from a user to a system provider, the user only needs a 

lightweight checker to verify that a system possesses a set of safety and security properties for 

system survivability. Any system that does not meet the user’s requirements will be detected 

before the system is deployed. 

Our work included two main thrusts. First, we developed techniques for the user to quantify 

system survivability. Attack modeling and survivability quantification allow the user to identify 

the critical system properties necessary for a system to survive malicious attacks and system 

failures. The survivability requirements are specified based on the qualitative analysis of system 

properties and modeling of attacks. We studied the inherent survivability properties of critical 

systems in general and distributed enterprise Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems 

specifically. 

 

In the second thrust, we developed the logic constructs for proof-carrying survivability. An 

application-specific logic was designed with sound formal properties. Specifically, the logic 

framework facilitates constrained reasoning, i.e., possibilistic uncertainty and survivability 

requirement constraints are effectively linked to logical reasoning. The framework makes it 

possible to express fuzzy pattern matching and arbitrary user-defined constraints in formal proofs. 

 

The above two major thrusts of research are discussed in more detail in the following sections.  

Furthermore, as RFID has emerged as an important technique for many high security and high 

integrity settings, we used RFID as a running example to illustrate our techniques. As a result of 

this project, some technical breakthroughs on RFID survivability and security are also reported 

in this document.  

 

2.1 Survivability Quantification and Requirement Specification 

  

From the perspective of system acquisition and engineering, survivability requirement is the 

important first step in survivability specification, compliance formulation, and proof verification. 

Rigorous survivability analysis needs both qualitative and quantitative approaches to produce a 

holistic view of the survivability features that a system must have in order to withstand malicious 

attacks and system failures and provide mission-critical services. We have proposed techniques 

and approaches for system survivability requirement analysis and specification as discussed next. 

 

We started with attack modeling and system survivability quantification. An abstract 

survivability experiment is specified as a foundation in order to measure the degree of 

survivability of a critical system under varying attacks. Stripping details of system security 

protocols and attacks to their necessity and applying formal analysis allow us to study the 

survivability strength and weakness of those protocols under attack. Based on this foundation, a 

series of malicious scenarios is modeled using stochastic process algebras, and the different 

effects of those attacks on the ability of the system to provide critical services are studied. Due to 

built-in fault tolerance and recovery, damages to some components of a system do not 

necessarily mean that the entire system is not survivable. Therefore, the survivability level of a 

system is measured given two opposite effects: the compromise of individual components and 

the recovery of damaged components. Stochastic process algebras introduce timing and 



probability qualifications to pure process algebras. The timed and probabilistic process algebras 

are well suitable for modeling the concurrent, dynamic interactions between the adversary and a 

system with uncertainty (such as the random time for a component to be compromised).  

Formulas were developed to measure the survivability level of the system given the occurrence 

of the system at each state. Our model has an underlying Markov chain, and we model the 

stochastic process algebra using the Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) tool. One 

of the major objectives of attack modeling and survivability quantification is to study the 

significant impact of different attacks on system survivability and provide solid data for users in 

their survivability requirement specification. 

 

To better understand the survivability status of a system in different attacking stages, we also 

analyzed the system states given the adversaries’ compromise ability and the system’s recovery 

ability. Our study shows that the system under attack evolves through the following states: clear 

state -> safe state -> survivable or unsurvivable state. We also identified the critical points for 

each state transition. To verify the analysis, we developed a simulation model using Colored 

Petri Net to (1) simulate the survivability status of a system given a set of attack-recovery 

scenarios and (2) to measure the degree of survivability given varying compromise and recovery 

rates. The model shows how sensitive the degree of survivability is to both a system’s recovery 

ability and an adversary’s attacking capability. The analysis and the simulation model provide 

guidelines for system administrators to identify the system’s survivability under a given attack-

recovery process as well as the technical mechanisms to improve the system’s survivability. 

 

Given the increasing complication of malicious attacks and the increasing complexity of the 

systems, it is often difficult to determine whether a critical system has been compromised or is in 

a faulty state. It is also challenging to determine whether such a critical system should be 

allowed to continuously function given its uncertain state. Therefore, it is important to maintain 

the survivability of the system and make timely decisions on system repair, if necessary, in order 

for the systems to support critical services. A Bayesian decision model has been developed to 

help system administrators better understand the hidden states of a critical system in order to 

determine its survivability status based on prior knowledge and current available evidence. The 

model is based on our perception that the survivability of a system is dependent on several 

factors in such a way that probabilistic relationships exist between these factors and the system’s 

survivability status. We represent such probabilistic relationships using a Bayesian network. Our 

model is used to determine whether it is adequate for the system to continue supporting critical 

services or whether it needs to be repaired to avoid further losses. Therefore, the model helps 

system administrators to reduce the magnitude of possible service interruptions due to malicious 

attacks or system failures. 

 

A holistic approach has been proposed to integrate the above techniques into a comprehensive, 

implementable framework for survivability quantification and requirement specification. There 

are two major phases of activities in the framework: phase one – system survivability property 

identification; and phase two – survivability requirement quantification and specification. The 

first phase provides a qualitative view of survivability requirements for a critical system in terms 

of the survivability properties that the system must have in order to be considered survivable. In 

order to systematically identify the important survivability properties of a system, it is necessary 

to formally characterize the system, pinpoint its critical components and major access points, and 



specify the survivability threats to the system and the critical components.  The second phase is 

to quantitatively measure how the system features of the survivability requirement specification 

determine the survivability level of the system. This phase provides quantification that indicates 

whether the proposed survivability requirements will result in a level of survivability of the 

system that meets users’ criteria. Two issues are addressed in this phase: (1) the cause-effect 

relationship between a survivability requirement specification for the system and the rate at 

which the critical components could be compromised; and (2) the survivability level of the 

system given the compromise rate of the critical components and the system’s recovery 

capability. This quantification helps system administrators answer various what-if questions.  For 

instance, if we change some survivability requirements for the critical system, can we still ensure 

that the system satisfies users’ survivability criteria? Can we make some aspects of the system’s 

survivability features stronger, and in the meantime relax some other requirements while the 

system can still maintain a satisfied level of survivability? What will the survivability 

requirements be given a different adversary capability, after the threat model shows additional 

evidence about the possibility of the attacks? The answers to those questions can make the 

system design and survivability specification measurable and flexible. 

 

Survivability quantification and system state analysis provide a foundation for users to specify 

their requirements for systems to be evaluated. We have developed a decision model that enables 

users to specify measureable and certifiable survivability requirements and represent their 

survivability policy. Key variables defined include survivability characteristics, primitives, and 

mechanisms. A user’s requirements for system survivability can be specified in two ways. For an 

essential survivability characteristic, the user must mandate that at least a certain number of key 

survivability primitives of that characteristic be satisfied. For other survivability characteristics, 

the user may just want to express their most tolerable level of concerns regarding certain 

unfavorable features. As long as those unfavorable features do not go beyond a certain 

intolerable level, the system is considered to satisfy the user’s requirements from the perspective 

of those survivability characteristics. 

 

Based on the above idea, a flexible, balanced, and threshold-based approach was developed for a 

user to express his/her survivability requirements with different levels of details and for the 

system developers to show different features of their system in order to prove that the system 

satisfies the user’s requirements. The approach allows the user to balance both survivability 

requirements and some (unavoidable) concerns regarding certain system properties which may 

conflict with tight security control. In engineering terms, more control means additional system 

layers.  More layers mean slower performance and higher implementation costs. Therefore, the 

approach is flexible so that the user can require that a system meet the criteria for some 

mandatory, critical system survivability features; in the meantime, the system will not have any 

unfavorable properties that cannot be tolerated. The proposed approach investigates such issues 

as how a survivability requirement policy is developed, how a survivability policy is represented 

and interpreted, and what the domain-dependent variables and rules are that a system provider 

can use in compiling a compliance proof. Since survivability compliance is critical in defining a 

user’s survivability requirements, the proposed approach supports “provability”, i.e., the system 

provider can compile and submit a proof to show that their system satisfies the user’s 

survivability requirements.  

 



2.2 Logic-based Proof-Carrying Survivability 

Based on the threshold-based survivability requirement model, we have developed a logical 

framework for survivability requirement representation, compliance proof construction, and user 

verification. In the proposed proof-carrying survivability (PCS) framework, the user accepts the 

system (or system component) only if the system provider can prove that the system satisfies the 

survivability requirements specified as the user’s policy. To show their system’s compliance to 

the policy, the system provider needs to compile and submit a proof. Proof generation relies on 

the certifications generated by trusted evaluators. Therefore, the system provider first needs to 

collect evidence from the trusted evaluators who can confirm that the system has the required 

survivability features. Then, it applies the appropriate strategies and tactics to construct a proof.  

Finally, the user verifies whether the proof is valid. If so, the system can be considered 

satisfactory and acceptable. In the PCS framework, the user’s survivability requirements are 

represented in a formal logic with application specific operators and inference rules. Proof code 

is generated by a prover program using the logic. Proof verification is efficient since there is no 

decision procedure and it is just a mechanical checking process. The system user only needs to 

apply a trusted checker program to verify that the proof indeed proves the published survivability 

requirement policy. When the scope of systems becomes large and their complexities continue to 

grow, PCS provides a valuable tool for users to automatically verify important system 

survivability properties. 

 

The PCS logic language includes types and formulas. The basic types include character, string, 

integer, list, and basic connectors (e.g., arithmetic and logic connectors). The principles, the 

system under evaluation, the set of survivability primitives, and the survivability characteristics 

are all represented as strings. Formulas form the language that a survivability requirement policy 

and the proof terms are written in. PCS is designed using a semantic approach – each operator is 

defined in the underlying higher-order logic and each inference rule is proved a lemma. Since 

every logic term of PCS is reduced to terms of the underlying logic, the soundness of the object 

logic depends on the soundness of the underlying logic. Logic inference rules of PCS are used to 

compile and verify a survivability compliance proof. The rule set includes survivability logic 

specific rules and general higher-order logic rules (e.g., and_i, and_e, forall_i). 

 

To facilitate the system provider in compiling a valid proof, a tactical prover has been developed 

to generate a derivation of a goal statement by applying a set of inference rules of PCS. A tactic 

reduces a goal to a set of sub-goals to prove. We have shown that the prover satisfied two 

important characteristics of a logic program – completeness and termination. To reduce the size 

of the code which must be trusted, the trusted computing base of the PCS framework only 

includes the core PCS logic and the proof checker program. The prover program is not 

necessarily trusted since any mis-compiled proof (by a possibly corrupted prover) cannot be 

accepted by the trustworthy proof checker. 

 

Since proof evidence search is a critical step for the system provider to compile a proof, we have 

developed a systematic approach to facilitate the system provider in collecting evidence (e.g., 

system property certificates from trusted evaluators) and identify the most efficient (optimal) 

proof collection schedule to execute. Proof collection scheduling determines which system 

properties to be assessed and in which order those properties will be evaluated by the authorized 

evaluators. As we mentioned earlier, compiling a valid proof in the PCS framework relies on the 



certifications generated by authorized evaluators indicating that the system under evaluation 

possesses certain properties and hence satisfies the user’s requirements. Therefore, the system 

provider must collect evidence from the trusted evaluators to confirm that the system has the 

required survivability features. Algorithms and techniques have been proposed for the system 

provider to collect proof evidence by exploring different proof choices and options. The proof 

search process (evidence collection) proceeds between the system provider and the trusted 

evaluators interactively, and the search space is updated dynamically when new information is 

available. Any partial results of the previous proof attempt will be incorporated into the 

following proof searches to automatically reassess the next optimal proof schedule. Formal 

analysis shows that our approach terminates for any valid input (e.g., a user survivability 

requirement policy) and always generates the optimal solution if one exists, or reports a failure if 

otherwise. 

 

A new formalism, i.e., a constraint-annotated logic (CAL), has been developed, where arbitrary 

user requirements and constraints for system survivability features can be represented and 

reasoned in a logical framework. CAL is to empower PCS in order to represent and reason 

effectively about the inherent, non-trivial relationships among the properties of a system that are 

required to satisfy. There could be various constraints on the properties that a user wants and 

needs to define. Technically, some properties may take others as pre-requisites or some 

properties must be satisfied at the same time. From the requirement engineering perspective, a 

user may want to restrict some system features due to reasons such as compliance to technical 

standards, limitation of budgets or organizational policies. Appropriate constraints on those and 

other types of restrictions are both practically necessary and theoretically important. In our 

research, a formal design of constraint domain has been specified so that user-defined constraints 

can be enforced by prohibiting logical inferences that would violate these constraints. CAL 

allows a user to capture a wide variety of constraints of practical interest, including atomicity, 

dependency, and mutually exclusive inclusion. 

 

Technically, the CAL model defines a constraint structure to specify constraints, to create proof 

obligations when some constraint rules are applicable to a survivability property to be proved, 

and to generate resources to solve those proof obligations. To make the integration of constraint 

checking and logical reasoning more efficient, we have designed a mechanism for constraint 

specification and enforcement using the logic inference rules in such a way that creating and 

solving proof obligations are linked to the logical reasoning process as directed by the inference 

rules of the CAL logic. We have proved that CAL is consistent and constraint-complete. 

Furthermore, admissibility of cut can be established for CAL. Experiments and analysis show 

that the CAL model is a powerful formalism in reasoning hybrid domains between users’ 

constrained requirements and system survivability properties. 

 

To empower PCS with the ability to reason on incomplete, vague or ill-known information, we 

have developed techniques to unify possibilistic uncertainty with logical reasoning. The result is 

a comprehensive logical framework, which, together with the CAL mechanism, significantly 

empowers the PCS logic to represent and reason with uncertain information under a set of 

arbitrary, user-defined constraints. We call it constrained, possibilistic PCS framework, denoted 

as Ƥ-PCS. Reasoning on incomplete or vague knowledge as supported by Ƥ-PCS can represent 

the case when an evaluator is only able to assess a system’s survivability property with a partial 



certainty (belief degree) instead of a full level of guarantee. Ƥ-PCS also allows an evaluator to 

sign a statement with a partial truth value about a system property (gradual many-valued 

formulas). Therefore, the truth of a formula in Ƥ-PCS is no longer binary. Instead of being 

completely true or false, such a formula is labeled with a truth necessity, an element of a totally-

ordered, bounded scale, representing a lower bound on the degree of necessity for the formula to 

be true.  

 

We have developed the necessary logic and constraint constructs to represent and support partial 

belief-constrained reasoning. With variable weights and fuzzy constants defined based on 

formula necessities, Ƥ-PCS makes it possible to express fuzzy pattern matching in formal logic 

proof. Thus, it allows representing and reasoning with uncertain information given a set of 

arbitrary, user-defined constraints on system survivability requirements. The interplay between 

constraint checking/verification and logical reasoning is through a set of logic inference rules. In 

summary, the main contributions of the Ƥ-PCS framework are: (1) a formal approach to 

represent possibilistic uncertainty on many-valued formulas annotated with principals’ belief 

degrees; (2) a systematic mechanism to incorporate vague and incomplete knowledge to logical 

reasoning; (3) a full language specified for survivability requirement constraints and constraint 

solving in a logic proof context; and (4) a specification of the formal properties of the Ƥ-PCS 

logic and related proof search methodology. 

 

2.3 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Security and Survivability 

 

RFID has been used in various high security and high integrity settings including military supply 

chain, homeland security, transportation, and utility management (to name a few). We have 

achieved some technical breakthroughs on RFID survivability and security as a result of this 

project. They are briefly reported in this section.  

 

RFID offers opportunities for real-time item identification and inventory tracking. For 

applications using resource-restricted RFID tags and mobile hand-held readers, however, various 

risks could threaten the abilities of an RFID system to provide essential services to users. High 

mobility of the RFID system components and the open nature make an RFID system vulnerable 

to various attacks. We studied and identified RFID survivability issues and future research in 

four areas: (1) developing efficient, game-changing software and hardware solutions suitable for 

RFID tags; (2) improving physical security which could significantly enhance physical 

protections of RFID components; (3) building agile, adaptive, robust, and resilient RFID systems; 

and (4) developing RFID fault tolerance, recovery, and intrusion detection techniques. 

 

The development of RFID has led to many applications in the military domain. Unlike in other 

fields, non-survivability in military could lead to delay of troop deployments, loss of life, and 

even loss of a war. Since the military often operates in a more challenging environment, 

survivability of the essential systems is particularly important. We studied RFID survivability 

and the significant factors that affect survivability in the military domain. The US military 

applies RFID in several fields including the supply chain, asset management, maintenance, and 

healthcare. RFID plays a critical role in the acquisition, storage, distribution, disposition, and 

maintenance of military supplies. We formally defined the concept of RFID survivability and 

described the states of an RFID system under attack in terms of survivability. We showed how 



the system could possibly transition from a survivable state to a non-survivable state. Based on 

the analysis of military RFID applications and the system survivability transition model, a 

theoretical survivability impact model has been developed which includes the following critical 

factors affecting RFID survivability in a military domain: adversarial threats and RFID security, 

RFID component/network robustness, RFID interoperability, and functional failure recovery. 

 

A model has been developed to specify survivability requirements in order to make an RFID 

system more robust and resilient. Threat modeling provides insights into the possible threats to 

an RFID system. Risk analysis identifies those devastating attacks which could render an RFID 

system non-survivable. System survivability requirements are specified based on those identified 

attacks. These survivability requirements, if implemented, can significantly improve the RFID 

system’s survivability. RFID developers and system designers can incorporate those 

survivability requirements into their software and hardware development processes. Classifying 

the requirements into major categories not only provides a systematic way to organize 

survivability requirements from users’ perspective but also provides the guidelines for the system 

vendors to develop the most effective security/survivability mechanisms to satisfy the 

requirements as specified by the users in each category. 

 

In an RFID enabled system, tags often need to change hands from one owner to another during 

their lifetime. We investigated securely transferring the ownership of a group of tags in one 

session. The protocol developed ensures new owner security, old owner security, and 

authorization recovery.  It eliminates the possibility of dual ownership of an RFID tag in any 

time period during an ownership transfer process. The protocol resolves the windowing problem, 

where two entities possess the authentication information of the same tag for a certain period 

during the ownership transfer process. 

 

We also developed a model for users to securely query an RFID system as a virtual database for 

any data that satisfies their search requirements. By viewing an RFID system as a virtual 

database, users can apply traditional database query languages (e.g., SQL) to seamlessly collect 

RFID data. There are three major layers in the system. The User Application Interface accepts 

SQL query statements from the higher-level applications and submits to the next lower layer. 

The Query Engine processes and transforms the high-level SQL statements to RFID specific 

query terms which are appropriate for the underlying sensor tags to process. The Query 

Implementation layer defines protocols and procedures for the RFID readers to submit the 

translated query terms to the underlying RFID network and for the sensor tags to process the 

query and return the partial results to the readers. Tag-reader communication represents the 

major entry point for potential attacks. The proposed protocol ensures reader-tag communication 

privacy and tag identity anonymity.  It also resists tag impersonation and tag tracking attacks. 

 

Effective tag search is both a necessary and invaluable tool in many RFID applications with a 

large number of tagged items. We proposed a set of protocols for an RFID reader to search for a 

particular tag based on its identity. A feature-based tag search protocol was further developed, 

which allows an RFID reader to search for a set of tags that satisfy certain criteria. System 

scalability is addressed as the number of tags in an RFID system becomes large. We analyzed the 

performance of the proposed protocols and their resistances to the security and privacy attacks as 



identified in our threat model. Our study shows that the proposed protocols are both secure and 

private to a large set of malicious attacks. 

 

Finally, we proposed a framework to apply RFID in securely tracing material flows in supply 

chains. Timely and accurate material flow control is critical to supply chain visibility and 

control. Secure tag-reader authentication protocols have been developed to ensure the 

authenticity of RFID tags and readers. Our approach requires constant time in the best case in 

RFID database key search in order to identify a legitimate tag, which makes real-time item 

identification possible and also increases RFID system scalability. 
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